Early pretectal gene expression pattern shows a conserved anteroposterior tripartition in mouse and chicken.
A changing network of gene activity settles the molecular basis of regionalization in the nervous system. As a consequence, analysis of combined gene expressions patterns represents a powerful initial approach to decode the complex process that drives neurohistogenesis and generates distinct morphological features. We have started to do a comparative screening of molecular regionalization in the mouse and chicken pretectal region at selected developmental stages. The pretectal region is composed of alar and roof plate derivatives of prosomere 1. This is a poorly understood region, best characterized in avian embryos and adults because nuclear cytoarchitectonic delimitation is clearer in these animals. During the early regionalization process the main pretectal boundaries and histogenetic/progenitor domains are established. We explore here Pax3, Pax6 and Six3 mRNA expression (and PAX3 immunoreactivity) in both chicken and mice, with the aim to compare their respective patterns. Our focus is centered on stages HH22-HH24 in chicken and embryonic days E11.5-E12.5 in mice. We found that, in both vertebrates, the same three main anteroposterior subdivisions are distinguished by these markers. They were defined as precommissural, juxtacommissural and commissural pretectal domains. These preliminary data represent an initial scaffold to explore more detailed pretectal regionalization processes and provide an important new key to approach unresolved pretectal homologies between vertebrates.